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PhyzExamples: Advanced Electrostatics Physical Quantities • Symbols • Units • Brief Definitions Charge • q or Q • coulomb [KOO lom]: C • A characteristic of certain fundamental particles. Elementary Charge • e = 1.6 × 10–19C • The quantity of charge carried by protons and electrons. Electric Field • E • newton per coulomb: N/C or volt per meter: V/m • The electric force experienced by each unit of charge in a particular location. Typically, the unit of charge is the coulomb. Electric Potential Energy • PE • joule: J • Energy of position arising from electric forces acting on electric charge. Electric Potential • V • joule per coulomb: J/C or volt: V • The electric potential energy held by each unit of charge in a particular location. Typically, the unit of charge is the coulomb. Capacitance • C • coulomb per volt: C/V or farad: F • The quantity of charge held by either of two parallel plates for each unit of electric potential difference between the two plates. Coulomb Constant • k = 9 × 109N·m2/C2. Permittivity of Free Space • ε0 = 8.85 × 10–12 C2/N·m2 Masses • Electron: 9.11 × 10–31kg • Proton: 1.67 × 10–27kg • Neutron: 1.67 × 10–27kg



Equations E = F/q • electric field = electric force / charge E = kQ/R2 • electric field near a point or spherical charge =coulomb constant · charge on point or sphere / square of distance from point or center of sphere E = 4πkQ/A • uniform electric field between plates = 4 · π · coulomb constant · plate charge / plate area PE = qEd •electric potential energy = charge of body in an electric field · electric field · distance that charge is moved through electric field V = PE/q • electric potential = electric potential energy / charge V = kQ/R • electric potential near a spherical charge = coulomb constant · charge / distance from spherical charge V = Ed • electric potential = electric field · distance between endpoints of the field C = Q/V • capacitance = the charge on either of two plates / electric potential difference between the plates C = ε0A/d • capacitance = the permittivity of free space · area of one plate / distance between the plates PE = 1/2QV • energy stored in a capacitor =half the charge separated · potential across the plates PE = 1/2CV2 • energy stored in a capacitor =half the capacitance · square of the potential across the plates PE = Q2/2C• energy stored in a capacitor = square of the charge separated / two times the capacitance



Smooth Operations Examples 1. At a distance of 7.4m from the center of a spherical charge there is an electric field of 25kN/C. What is the charge on the sphere? 1. R=7.4m E=25,000N/C Q=? E=kQ/R2 Q=ER2/k Q=(25,000N/C)(7.4m)2 / 9x109N·m2/C2 Q = 0.000152C = 152µC
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2. What is the radius of each of two circular plates with opposite charges of 200nC with a 100,000V/m electric field between them? 2. Q=200x10–9C E=100,000V/m E=4πkQ/A A=πr2 E=4πkQ/πr2 r=√(4kQ/E) r = √[(4)(9x109N·m2/C2)(200x10–9C) / 100,000V/m] r = 0.27m
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3. What is the strength of a uniform electric field in which 1.3J of energy are required to move an object with 8.6mC of charge a distance of 34mm? 3. PE=W=1.3J q=8.6x10–3C d=0.034m PE=qEd E=PE/qd E = 1.3J / 8.6x10–3C · 0.034m E = 4400J/C·m = 4400N/C



4. What is the electric potential at a point in space in which an object with a 2.5µC charge has 4.7J of potential energy? 4. q=2.5x10–6C PE=4.7J V=? V=PE/q V = 4.7J / 2.5x10–6C V = 1,900,00V = 1.9MV



5. How far from the center of a spherical charge of 1.0C would the electric potential be 9.0V?



6. Two parallel charged plates have a potential of 7500V and a uniform electric field of 125,000V/m between them. How far are the plates from each other?



5. Q=1.0C V=9.0V R=? V=kQ/R R=kQ/V R = 9x109N·m2/C2 · 1.0C / 9.0V R = 1.0x109m (>620,000mi)



7. What is the capacitance of two parallel plates if each holds a charge of 12mC when there is an electric potential difference of 3.0V between them? 7. Q=12x10–3C V=3.0V C=? C = Q/V C = 12x10–3C/3.0V C = 4.0x10–3C/V = 4.0mF



6. V=7500V E=125,000V/m V=Ed d=V/E d = 7500V/125,000V/m d = 0.06m = 6cm 8. How much charge can be held on each plate of a 25µF capacitor charged to 120V? 8. C=25x10–6C V=120V Q=? C = Q/V Q = CV Q = 25x10–6F · 120V Q = 0.003FV = 3.0mC



9. What is the separation between two parallel plates if they each have an area of 0.47m2 and have a capacitance of 7300pF?



10. How much energy is stored in a capacitor if it holds 3.6C of charge separated at a potential of 1.4V?



9. A=0.47m2 C=7300x10–12F d=? C = ε0A/d



10. Q=3.6C V=1.4V PE=? PE = QV/2 PE = 3.6C · 1.4V / 2 PE = 2.5J



d = ε0A/C d = 8.85x10–12C2/N·m2 · 0.47m2 / 7300x10–12F d = 0.00057m = 0.57mm 11. What is the capacitance of a capacitor that stores 70mJ of energy when charged with a 6.0V battery? 11. PE=70x10–3 V=6.0V C=? PE = CV2/2 C = 2PE/V2 C = 2(70x10–3J)/(6.0V)2 C = 0.0039F = 3900µF
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12. How much charge is separated in a 1200µF capacitor if it stores 6.4J of energy? 12. C=1200x10–6F 6.4J PE = Q2/2C Q = √(2C·PE) Q = √(2 · 1200x10–6F · 6.4J) Q = 0.12C
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PhyzGuide: FIELDS a side-by-side comparison of gravitational and electric fields A field is a three-dimensional description of a certain region of space. A particular type of field provides a description of how that particular quantity varies throughout space. Fields do not consist of “field substance,” they are not anything “material,” rather they are means for describing a distortion in space: a field is a “tool” much like a vector is a tool. Force fields indicate how much force acts on any particle susceptible to that field. Since force is a vector quantity, a force field must represent the direction of force as well as the quantity of force. GRAVITY gravitational field =



ELECTRICITY



gravitational force mass



electric field =



electric force charge



I. THE FIELD AROUND A SPHERICAL CHARGE Electric force exists between any two objects with charge. If a small (test) charge q is placed in the vicinity of the large (field-creating) charge Q, an electric force F will act on the test charge. If a test charge of 3q is placed in the same place, the electric force will be three times as great. The field concept allows a description of a point in space that specifies the quantity and direction of electric force per unit of charge.



I. THE FIELD AROUND A SPHERICAL MASS Gravitational force exists between any two objects with mass. If a small (test) mass m is placed in the vicinity of the large (field-creating) mass M, a gravitational force F will act on the test mass. If a test mass of 3m is placed in the same place, the gravitational force will be three times as great. The field concept allows a description of a point in space that specifies the quantity and direction of gravitational force per unit of mass.



-q Whee!



F



m



Gravity is always an attractive force, so the direction of the field is always toward the mass M.



M 3F



3m Quantitatively, to calculate the field strength g (the amount of force per mass: F/m), we use our understanding of universal gravitation.



g=



GMm F = R2 = m m



GM R2



g= GM R2



The field around a mass is proportional to the quantity of mass M and inversely proportional to the square of the distance R between the center of mass of M and the point in space where the field is being measured.
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+q



+Q +3q



-3q



Positive charges experience a force in the direction of the field; negative charges (like electrons) experience a force in the opposite direction.



The direction of an electric field is defined as the direction a positive charge would move in that field.



-q +q -3q



-Q



+3q



Quantitatively, to calculate the field strength E (the amount of force per charge: F/q), we use our understanding of Coulomb’s Law.



E



kQq = F = R2 = k Q q q R2



E=kQ R2



The field around a charge is proportional to the quantity of charge Q and inversely proportional to the square of the distance R between the center of charge of Q and the point in space where the field is being measured.
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GRAVITY



ELECTRICITY



II. A UNIFORM GRAVITATIONAL FIELD



II. A UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELD



such as one near the surface of the earth



such as one between parallel plates



If, instead of looking at a field-generating mass from a distance, we examine a small region of space in the vicinity of the mass, the field has a constant value (instead of having an inversesquare dependence). Again, a larger mass in this field experiences a greater force, but the ratio of force per mass (i.e. the field) is constant.



If, instead of looking at a field-generating charge from a distance, we examine a small region of space in the vicinity of the charge, the field has a constant value (instead of having an inversesquare dependence). Again, a larger charge in this field experiences a greater force, but the ratio of force per charge (i.e. the field) is constant. + + + + + + + + +



F =g m



F m



=g



+



– To double the force acting on a given particle, one would have to double the mass of the earth without increasing the volume of the earth. In other words, one would have to double the density of the earth. Doubling the density of the earth would thus double the strength of the gravitational field.



–



-



F =E q



–



–



–



-- - -- F q



+++ ++



–



–



+Q



–



–



m = g



F m=g



+



+++ ++



F= E q



-



-- - --



Since the electric field is a description of electric force per unit of charge, the units are units of force divided by units of charge. In the SI system, the unit of electric field strength is N/C (newton per coulomb).
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+Q



Fq = E



–––––––––––––––– – FIELD UNITS: Since the gravitational field is a description of gravitational force per unit of mass, the units are units of force divided by units of mass. In the SI system, the unit of gravitational field strength is N/kg (newton per kilogram, which can be simplified to m/s2).



–Q



To double the force acting on a given particle, one would have to double the charge on the plates without increasing the area of the plates. In other words, one would have to double the charge density of the plates. Doubling the charge density of the plates would thus double the strength of the electric field. ++++++++++++++++++



F



=E



–Q



"COOKIE SHEET" CALCULATIONS... The electric field between two charged plates is



E = 4πkQ/A where k is the electrostatic force constant 9×109Nm2/C2, Q is the charge on the surface on one plate (the positive one), and A is the surface area of one of the plates. NOTICE that the field strength has no dependence on the distance from either plate: it’s uniform between the plates!
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PhyzGuide: POTENTIAL ENERGY side-by-side comparison of gravitational and electrical potential energy When a force is exerted on an object over a certain distance, we say that work has been done. When an object is immersed in a force field, we can do work on that object by moving it against the force exerted through the field. The work we do in such a case becomes the potential energy of the object. If the object is released, the field will do work on it—exerting a force on the object in accordance with the strength of the field and the susceptibility of the object to that field. For instance, a hammer dropped from a height of one meter is acted on by gravity. The force acting on the hammer would be stronger on the earth than on the moon because the earth’s gravitational field is stronger than the moon’s. If a penny were also dropped from 1m, it would not experience as much force because it has less mass. Mass is what makes an object susceptible to a gravitational field. GRAVITY



ELECTRICITY



When lifting, work must be done to overcome the gravitational force. When dropped, the earth does work on the mass through that same force. Force exerted on a mass by the gravitational field.



When lifting, work must be done to overcome the electric force. When dropped, the plates do work on the charge through that same force. +



F = mg



+ Force exerted on a charge by the electric field.



q



F = qE



-



To lift the charge by a distance d, a force equal to the electric force must be exerted. The force qE is exerted through the distance d.



To lift the mass to a height h, a force equal to the gravitational force must be exerted. The force mg is exerted through the distance h. + Work done against the field becomes the potential energy of the mass.



F=mg h



+ Work done against the field becomes the potential energy of the charge.



W = F·d mg·h PE = mgh



q F=qE d



W = F·d qE·d PE = qEd



When the mass is released, the gravitational field does work on it, accelerating it toward the ground.



Potential energy is transformed into kinetic energy.



-



When the charge is released, the electric field does work on it, accelerating it toward the negative plate. + +



PE = mgh KE = 0



Potential energy is transformed into kinetic energy.



h PE = 0 KE = mgh



PE = qEd KE = 0 d



q



PE = 0 KE = qEd
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PhyzGuide: POTENTIAL a side-by-side comparison of gravitational and electrical potential An object with mass elevated above a reference point on Earth has gravitational potential energy. An object with charge “elevated” above an equilibrium point in an electric field has electrical potential energy. (Electric equilibrium is attained, for example, when a positive charge reaches a negative plate, or vice versa.) In the case of electricity, it is useful to know how much potential energy per unit of charge is associated with a point in space. Potential energy per unit charge is called electrical potential (also called voltage and electromotive force). Gravitational potential is a less useful concept that describes how much potential energy per unit of mass is associated with a point in space. We study gravitional potential at this point only so that we can compare it to electrical potential. ELECTRICITY



GRAVITY grav. potential =



gravitational potential energy mass



electrical potential =



Potential in a Uniform Gravitational Field A mass elevated above equilibrium in a gravitational field has gravitational potential energy. PE mgh = m m GP = gh



Potential in a Uniform Electric Field A charge elevated above equilibrium in an electric field has electric potential energy. +



GP =



The gravitational potential can be calculated from the PE and the mass of the object.



electrical potential energy charge



+ The electric potential can be calculated from the PE and the charge on the object.



h < EQUILIBRIUM: PE = 0



q



PE V= q V = Ed



qEd = q



d < EQUILIBRIUM: PE = 0



–



– All masses elevated above equilibrium by a distance h have equal gravitational POTENTIALS, although they may have different gravitational potential ENERGIES.



All charges elevated above equilibrium by a distance d have equal electric POTENTIALS, although they may have different electric potential ENERGIES. +



+ 10m q



4m m



+ GP = gh



PE = mgh GP = mgh/m h = gh



PE = 4mgh GP = 4mgh/4m = gh



PE = 10mgh GP = 10mgh/10m = gh



PE = qEd V = qEd/q d = Ed



4q



10q



++ ++ +++++ +



++ ++ PE = 4qEd V = 4qEd/4q = Ed



V = Ed



PE = 10qEd V = 10qEd/10q = Ed



– Regardless of mass, all objects have the same gravitational potential at a given height: GP = gh.
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– Regardless of charge, all objects have the same electrical potential for a given plate separation distance: V = Ed. Since a tiny charge could traverse the entire distance between two plates, d is considered the entire distance between the plates. 3/3/02 3:02 PM
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